MedInsight Analytic Platform
Open new windows into your data.

In a data-driven world, the decisions you make are only as good as the platform you use to make them. That’s why more than 300 leading healthcare organizations across the U.S. put their trust in the Milliman MedInsight Analytic Platform.
Since 1997, MedInsight has helped hundreds of healthcare entities gain valuable business insights by leveraging their data into key performance metrics.

**MedInsight can help.**

**MedInsight Solutions**
Based on our deep industry experience, we’ve created suites of functionality to help you achieve the perfect balance between technology, expertise, and support for your business.

**MedInsight Products**
Our technology sets the standard for healthcare analytics. MedInsight standalone products give you the power and flexibility to customize a MedInsight solution that scales to your needs.

**MedInsight Consulting**
Our job is to help you get the most out of your data. With over 20 years in the healthcare arena, nobody sees the big picture—or delves into the details—like we do. From basic implementation and training to fully customized solutions, we’re committed to your success.
MedInsight Solutions

Milliman has worked with all kinds of healthcare organizations across the US for two decades. We understand how quality analytics can help you solve your toughest business challenges. Our Solutions provide a packaged set of functionality and analytics—as well as a choice of predefined or custom reporting, dashboards and data configurations—to give you easier setup and custom control over your healthcare data.

MedInsight Products

MedInsight Products are the same robust groupers utilized in MedInsight Solutions, decoupled and licensed individually. Whether you’re looking to create custom benchmarks for a specific population or cut down on wasteful healthcare spending, there’s a standalone MedInsight product for your organization.
How can you trust your results if you can’t trust your data?

The MedInsight Data Confidence Model ensures that the data that goes into the system can be relied on to generate accurate results. Our analytics engine can integrate multiple complex databases while flagging inconsistencies and anomalies up front. The result is an analytic platform that truly ties all the way through to your bottom line.

- **100+ automated audits** to help identify initial data quality issues during the file intake process, saving significant time
- **More than 40 stringent tests** that are looking for those hard-to-find issues among claims and enrollment data that might mislead users and decision makers
- A comparison of your results against **industry-standard codes and benchmarks**, ensuring that key business criteria are present and accurate
- **Checks done by our model** to ensure that business intelligence metrics are credible to use throughout an organization, including risk scores, episodes, evidence-based measures, and benchmarks
- **Final check by Milliman professionals** who are trained in data-certification processes.
Milliman MedInsight

To learn more about how MedInsight can help your business, contact:

milliman.medinsight@milliman.com

or visit

medinsight.milliman.com

Milliman is an independent consulting, benefits, and technology firm. Our expert guidance and advanced analytical solutions empower leading insurers, healthcare companies, and employers to protect the health and financial well-being of people everywhere. Every day, in countries across the globe, we collaborate with clients to improve healthcare systems, manage risk, and advance financial security, so millions of people can live for today and plan for tomorrow with greater confidence.

milliman.com